Eco-friendly products and systems used in daily operations
Glassurit 700-1 WATERBASED CLEANER
An all-purpose, anti-static, water-based cleaner designed to clean all substrates (including plastic parts)
prior to undercoat application. Used to remove sanding residue prior to topcoat application. May be used
to clean equipment used to spray Glasurit waterbased undercoats and 90-Line Basecoat.
Glassurit 923-200 ULTRA LOW VOC CLEAR
High solids clear for 90-Line basecoat/clearcoat systems, wet-on-wet procedure 2.0 VOC lbs/gal
ready-for-use. For 3.5 VOC regulated areas.
Glassurit 923-222 FAST REPAIR LOW VOC CLEAR
A two component clear for topcoating catalyzed 55-, 90-Line basecoat. Excellent resistance to weathering
and yellowing. Excellent flow, leveling and sag resistance. High gloss. Note: When using over 55-Line,
the use of 355-55 in the basecoat is required (10:1:4)
Glassurit 923-27 ROCKER GUARD
Texture clear for 55-, 90-Line basecoat/clearcoat systems and under low VOC clearcoats.
Glassurit 923-345 ANTI-SCRATCH 2.1 VOC HS CLEAR
A scratch-resistant HS clear 55-, 90-Line basecoat/clearcoat systems. High solids content,
scratch-resistant, outstanding weathering and yellowing resistance, excellent finish quality.
Glassurit 90-LINE WATERBORNE
90-Line Waterborne is a metallic and solid-color basecoat/clearcoat finishing system.
Glassurit 923-209 LOW VOC KLARLACK CLEAR
HS clear for 55-, 90-Line basecoat/clearcoat systems. High solids content, low VOC, excellent resistance
to weathering, outstanding finish, resistance to yellowing, very good gloss and holdout.
Glassurit 923-52 LOW VOC MATTE CLEAR
Matte acrylic clears for 2-coat paintwork that contains flex additive. Eliminates the need to add 522-111 or
522-333 when painting flexible parts.
Glassurit 929-250 ALL PURPOSE LOW VOC HARDENER
Presta GEL COAT COMPOUND
Ideal for marine and industrial applications. This water-based compound removes P800 or finer dual
action sand scratches and P1000 or finer wet sand scratches. Easy clean up.
Presta ULTRA CUTTING CREME LIGHT
The perfect compound for light damage and swirls. Less aggressive than our best-selling Ultra Cutting
Creme. Follow with Presta Swirl Remover for a flawless finish in just two steps.
Presta ULTRA CUTING CREME
Our best-selling compound. Easy to use and extremely versatile. Removes medium to heavy scratches,
oxidation and weathering. Diminishing abrasives round to help polish away scratches and swirls.

Presta SUPER CUT COMPOUND
Extremely aggressive compound designed to remove up to 800-grit sand scratches and oxidation from
gel coats, marbleized surfaces and some paints. Cuts fast, finishes clean
Presta ULTRA 2 STEP CUTTING COMPOUND
Presta’s fastest and most efficient cutting compound.
Presta ULTRA 2 STEP MAXCUT COMPOUND
A fast-cutting compound designed to remove P1500 and finer sand scratches
Presta SWIRL REMOVER
Designed to remove swirls from both fresh and cured paint surfaces while leaving a high-gloss finish.
Ultra 2 Step® Finishing Polish
Advanced all-in-one polish and swirl remover.
Presta FINISHING POLISH
Presta® Finishing Polish is a cleaner/polish for use on both new and aged clear coat painted surfaces.
Barry’s Auto Body recycles all paint and solvents using the Uni-Ram URS2000SS 20 Gallon Tank,
240V
● Tank Capacity: 20 US Gal (80 litres), Stainless Steel
● Speed: 20 US Gal in about 8-10 hours
● Solvent Transfer: Auto-transfer in and out
● Air Pressure: Min 85 PSL, unit complete with pressure regulator and filter
● Power Supply: 220/240V, 3400W, 20A
● Heater: 3300W
● Enhanced Control Features and Digital Display: Easy settings for:
● Dryer waste residue
● Automatic or timed heater shut-off
● Maximum temperature set points in Farenheit or Celsius
● Regulation of the rate of recycling using heating power percentage
Barry’s Auto Body uses the Accudraft Titan Downdraft Paint Booth
The Accudraft Titan™ is the ultimate in spray booth technology and high speed finishing production.
Airflow and workspace conditions are engineered and optimized for the latest low VOC & waterborne
paints on the market today.
Unmatched downdraft airflow and contamination control produce fantastic jobs faster, while
EnergySmart™ technology saves you time and up to 50% on energy costs.
More jobs. Faster jobs. Lower expenses.
All body shop and paint primer sanded with the Norton VAC RACK system.
Norton VAC Rack system offers a complete, customizable solution for portable dust extraction and tool
organization, designed to fit seamlessly into your workspace. Lightweight and mobile, the Norton VAC
RACK is the ally you need in creating a cleaner working environment and better finish results.

